Skunk Cabbage and Thermogenesis Nature Note
Deer-Isle Stonington Elementary School 6th graders
Our study of temperature began by observing a hand boiler (Figure 1). The liquid inside a hand
boiler does not actually boil but as the temperature of the food-colored water increases, the
molecules move faster and move apart, making the green water go up the tube. This is how a
thermometer works. In September, 2019, we began measuring and averaging the soil
temperature outside of six stations on our school’s Nature Trail, (Figure 2), the air temperature
(Figure 3) and the seawater temperature from a NOAA website (Reference 1). We hammered a
nail 15 cm into the ground and stuck a digital thermometer into the hole and waited 60 seconds
before we read the numbers.
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We graphed our data (Figure 4) and we concluded the air temperature line looked like
mountains. It changed the most. The seawater temperature line was the flattest. The soil
temperature line followed the air temperature line although it did not go up and down as much.

Figure 4
Then we experimented with mixing vinegar and baking soda (the temperature goes down) and
baking soda solution and calcium chloride (the temperature goes up) (Reference 2). We looked
at pictures of skunk cabbage and read about it (Reference 3). The temperature should go up
just like the baking soda and calcium chloride. Making heat like this is called “thermogenesis.”
We were ready to collect our own data starting February 24th. That was a cold day, the graph
(Figure 5) shows the soil near the skunk cabbage wasn’t any warmer than anywhere else. Two
days later, the data was different. Molly from TUVA Labs made a graph of how temperature
changes as you move farther away from the skunk cabbage (Figure 6, Reference 4) .
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We felt like it was magic but we knew from our baking soda solution and calcium chloride
experiment, it was the chemical reaction called exothermic, the way the soil was warmer around
the skunk cabbage. We also guess as the air gets warmer, all of the soil will get warmer. The
soil temperature away from the skunk cabbage will catch up to the soil temperature around the
skunk cabbage. “Why does the skunk cabbage do this?'' is our next question. What benefit to
the plant is there? What other plants do stuff like this and why? (Figures 7 and 8)
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